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Well, it’s almost the end of the 
school year, and if you’re anything 
like me, then you can’t wait to have 
the stress and weight of school lift-
ed off your shoulders. If this year has 
taught us anything, it’s that we could 
all use a break (and let’s be honest 
those wellness days just didn’t cut it). 

One of the major ways we were able to 
take a break and disconnect from the 
outside world in the past year was by 
scrolling through TikTok. For many, 
TikTik became an outlet for creativi-
ty during the COVID-19 pandemic, for 
some it taught them something new 
and inspired them, and for others it just 
provided a good laugh. Check out “From 
2020-2021: The Contagion of TikTok” to 
read more about how TikTok helped and 
inspired us in the past year. Like I said, 
we could all use a break right now to re-
fresh, physically and mentally. If you’re 
looking for a way to refresh yourself in 
your daily routine, then “Serums 101” 
is the article for you. Check out this ar-
ticle to learn more about face serums 
and how to incorporate them into your 
routine. For some spring fashion ins-
po, look at the editorial “Let Them Eat 
Fruit” that uses pastels and airy textures 
to incorporate a natural spring feel.

April is Sexual Assault Awareness 
month, and in an effort to raise aware-

ness and lift up voices of survivors of 
sexual assault we accepted anony-
mous submissions regarding people’s 
experiences and thoughts and feel-
ings on sexual assault. Go to “Sexu-
al Assault Awareness” to read these 
powerful and brave submissions.

We’ve come a long way since I wrote my 
last Editor’s Notes for our November 
2020 issue, and modmuze, and the peo-
ple that make it great, have grown and 
shown their artistic abilities through-
out this issue. This is also my fifth is-
sue as the modmuze Editor-in-Chief, 
and I feel so thankful to have such an 
amazing team to work alongside. I can 
say with confidence that each issue is 
better than the last. As always, thank 
you for your endless support of mod-
muze, and I hope you enjoy this is-
sue as much as we enjoyed making it.

editor’s note  
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“ T h a t 
c o u l d 
be you 
s o m e -

day”, and “maybe one day there 
will be a woman in that position.” 
These are things every little girl has 
heard before. However, while I have 
you here, I don’t want to discuss the 
what-if’s of powerful women in pow-
erful positions. I want to talk about 
the powerful women who have been 

in these pow-
erful positions.

These famous 
five women are 
some of the ones 
who started it 
all when push-
ing women into 

higher positions. Thanks to the de-
termination and hard work of these 
women and many more, organizing 
petitions, peaceful protests, and 
simply not taking no for an answer, 
women gained the right to vote with 
the 19th Amendment in 1920. With-
out these five, I believe the rest of 
the women on this list would nev-
er have had the groundwork to ac-
complish the things that they did.

Was one of the most groundbreaking 
women of our time. Prior to her pass-
ing in 2020, she accomplished many 
“firsts” for women. RBG was the first 
woman to serve on two major law 
reviews, the first female professor 
at Columbia Law School, and was a 
co-author of the first casebook on 
sex discrimination. She also served 
on the Supreme Court and was a 

strong advocate for women’s rights.

Tammy Baldwin not only represents 
women, but the LGBTQ+ commu-
nity as well. She is the first woman 
to ever serve on the senate of Wis-
consin, and the first openly gay per-
son to be elected as a U.S. Senator.

First woman to become Secre-
tary of State, serving as the high-
est ranking position for a woman 
in the U.S. Government in 1997.

The first woman of color to be 
elected in the U.S. Senate in the 
state of Illinois, which broke 
huge barriers for people of color.

Elaine Chao was the first Asian 
American woman to ever serve 
on a presidential Cabinet, ap-
pointed by President George W. 
Bush to be Secretary of Labor.

Shirley Chisholm is another wom-
an who opened doors for others. 
Chisholm was the first African Amer-
ican woman to be elected to Congress, 
as well as the first African American 
candidate to receive a major politi-
cal party’s presidential nomination.

First African American woman to 
hold a position within the Cabinet.

the 
present 

is 
Female

By: Taylor Watts

Fem·i·nism /’Femə,nizəm/ 
noun the advoCaCy oF Women’s rights 
on the Basis oF 
the equality oF the sexes.

madeleIne alBrIght

Carol moseley 
Braun

elaine Chao

shirley Chisholm
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tammy BaldWin
all my liFe I have heard 
the phrase, “the Future 

is Female”

susan B. anthony
aliCe paul

elizaBeth Cady 
stanton

 luCy stone
& Isa B. Wells

ruth Bader ginsBurg

patriCia harris
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sandra day o’Connor

Ileana ros-lehtinen

hillary Clinton

nanCy pelosi

kamala harris

the Future 
is already 

here, 
and it is 
Female.

Each of these accomplishments that 
these women have fought for and the 
powerful positions they hold chip 
away at the relevance of the phrase, 
“the future is female”. As our very own 
Madam Vice President Kamala Harris 
stated in her victory speech, “But while 
I may be the first woman in this office, I 
will not be the last, because every little 
girl watching tonight sees that this is 
a country of possibilities. And to the 
children of our country, regardless of 
your gender, our country has sent you a 
clear message: Dream with ambition, lead 
with conviction, and see yourselves in a 
way that others may not, simply because 
they’ve never seen it before, but know that 
we will applaud you every step of the way.”

The first woman to ever sit on 
the Supreme Court in 1981.

The first Cuban and Hispanic woman 
to serve as a U.S. Representative.

Another widely-known woman with 
many “firsts”. Clinton was the first 
woman to be elected as a U.S Senator 
for the state of New York, and she was 
also the first woman to win a major 
party’s presidential primary. She went 
on to become the first woman to be a 
major party’s nominee for president. 
With this, she also broke ground by 
winning the popular vote in 2016.

The first woman to be elected as 
the Speaker of the U.S. House, 
where she currently serves.

The first South Asian and second 
African American woman to be 
elected to the U.S. Senate. One 
hundred years after women gained 
the right to vote in America, Kamala 
also became Madame Vice President, 
serving as the first woman, first 
woman of color, and the first South 
Asian woman to ever be elected into 
this office. This is an incredible feat 
for women and people of color alike,
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By: Tyler Tassi
As vaccine roll outs continue across 
the world, there seems to be a faint 
light at the end of the tunnel for 
life beyond COVID-19. So, how will 
the “new” normal actually look?

“When will life go back to normal?” 
That is the question that has been 
plaguing the world since COVID-19 
barreled toward us last March. It feels 
like, in the blink of an eye, the world 
as we knew it came to a halt. There is 
no aspect of life that was left unaltered 
due to the pandemic. So this begs the 
question, what will life look like in a 
post-pandemic world? If life changed 
so drastically because of the virus, 
how will life change after the virus?
 
The first point to acknowledge about 
the future is that life may never go ex-
actly back to how it was beforehand. Our 
world underwent a global health crisis, 
testing social systems and structures 
that had been around for centuries like 
never before. So the assumption that, 
once a vaccine becomes readily avail-
able, life will magically return to its 

pre-pandemic state is a bit of a stretch.
 
It is also important to point out that, 
even once the vaccine becomes wide-
ly available, the world’s battle with 
COVID-19 will not instantly end. It is 
likely that we will experience a world 
much like the one seen after the 1918 
Influenza pandemic ended. People still 
get the flu to this day, so it can only be 
assumed that COVID-19 will probably 
be the same. Herd immunity in society 
will help put an end to the pandem-
ic as a whole, yet that does not mean 
that no one will ever get COVID-19 
again. As more and more research is 
done about the virus and its effects, it 
is becoming apparent the number of 
people contracting the virus will surely 
dwindle, yet never completely vanish.
 
While none of us have a crystal ball 
to determine what life will look like 
post-pandemic, every day that peo-
ple get vaccinated and recover from 
COVID-19, we get a clearer picture of 
what our “new normal” will look like. 
Depending on where you live, schools 

are beginning to reopen, stores and 
restaurants are widening their ca-
pacity limits, and the Super Bowl was 
even held. All of these signs point to-
ward the nation getting on the oth-
er side of the COVID-19 pandemic.
 
Life after the pandemic is all about em-
bracing the “new” normal. In the past 
12 months, humans have found ways 
to adapt to the changes that COVID-19 
has thrown at them and evolve. 
Post-pandemic life is no different.
 
The future following COVID-19 will 
probably be more reliant on technology 
than ever before. Working remotely from 
the comfort of one’s home is likely here 
to stay, as many companies have seen the 
ways that they can operate their busi-
ness away from an office environment.  
Everyone has learned how to maintain 
their routine, even during a global pan-
demic, and that is all due to technolo-
gy. Virtual classes, Zoom meetings, on-
line shopping, and telemedicine are all 
ways that daily routines have adapted. 
 
Clothing brands will still probably in-
clude face masks in their accessories 
collections and curbside pickup will 
still probably be offered at most stores. 
Restaurant workers may still have to 
wear a face mask when making and de-
livering your food, and takeout or deliv-
ery options may remain popular. Places 
where one has to wait in line for long 
periods of time may still have six feet 
apart markers on the floor to enforce so-

cial distancing. Post-pandemic school-
ing may still include smaller class-
rooms and desks placed six feet apart. 
 
Masks may still be worn in large pub-
lic events like concerts and sporting 
events, or proof of a COVID vaccine 
might be required when attending 
large-scale events or when travelling. 
Proof of a negative COVID test may 
also remain a requirement when trav-
eling abroad. People may be a bit hesi-
tant with simple acts of human nature, 
like hugging a stranger or finishing 
that board meeting with a handshake.
 
While it is important to keep in mind 
that these are purely guesses and pre-
dictions, the truth of the matter is that 
no one knows exactly what post-pan-
demic life will look like. It may look 
a lot like what is mentioned above, or 
entirely different. There have been so 
many twists and turns during the one 
year that COVID-19 has impacted all 
our lives, that it is nearly impossi-
ble to visualize what exactly the next 
year will look like. But more and more 
people are being vaccinated every day 
and research is increasingly being con-
ducted to better understand COVID-19, 
which will help lead the world out of the 
pandemic and into “the new normal.”
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“If you have 
to tell some-
body what you 
are, then you aren’t.” 

In “Are you, Am I?”, the 
photos depict the unapologetic and 
disruptive personas of rock and roll. 
In a world that has been steeped 
in uncertainty and corrupted 

by labels, we embrace the ability to own who 
one is without the need to explain themselves. 
 

The quote above is one remarked by none 
other than Richard Stark, the founder, and brains 
behind the elusive and mysterious brand of 
Chrome Hearts. Similar to the brand, we used 
heavy metal chains and contrasted tailored 
clothing worn by styling it in an undone manner.

The wild success of the brand is counter-
cultural in more ways than one: it is elusive and not 

straightforward in explaining 
its brand or products. They 
do not make large production 
cycles but rather sell mostly 
custom work, and make 
whatever they want. What I 
hope that you take from these 
pictures is that people crave 
the extraordinary, they are 
searching for it and in a world 
where everyone is labeled and 
feels the need to over-explain 
themselves, you can simply be 
and that is more than enough.
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Models: Hannah Bockeiman & Beau Henneha

Layout: Hadley Waldren
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the
inFluenCe

oF
BlaCkCulture
on pop

Culture

By: Journei Green
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It is well past time to 
give credit where credit is due.

When approaching this 
discussion, we have to 
acknowledge the violence 
perpetrated by pop culture 
against Black Americans. 
Aspects of Black culture have 
influenced pop culture for the 
past 100 years, ranging from 
vernacular, to fashion, beauty, 
music, art, and beyond, however 
credit for this influence is 
rarely given to the African 
American community. This 
is a result of the historical 
disregard and the notion of 
cultural inferiority that society 
has bestowed onto Black 
Americans and their culture.

This is largely seen in music. 
From their beginnings, the hip 
hop and R&B genres have had 
a large influence on society by 
determining what is “in” and 
what is “out”. But despite this, 
society often villainizes artists 
that make up these genres. This 
is evident in how non-Black 
Americans view Black culture 
as purely entertainment but 
not deserving of respect.

Another example is language. 
Over the past couple of years, 
African American vernacular, 
also known as AAVE or Ebonics, 

has been at the forefront 
of many pop culture jokes 
perpetrated by non-Black 
individuals. AAVE is a form 
of communication created by 
enslaved Black Americans as a 
result of not being allowed to 
read or write at the time. This 
is now bastardized by non-
Black people, thus inciting 
minstrel undertones. When 
thinking about said jokes, 
we have to understand that 
the root of the joke is in the 
actual vernacular, therefore 
mocking the accents and 
language of Black Americans.

All minority cultures are 
thought of as sacred, except 
African American culture. Why 
is this? Black culture has always 
been accessible to people, so 
non-Black people have never 
felt the need to make an effort 
in amplifying their voices or 
respecting their culture. For 
nearly 400 years, Black culture 
has been available without 
the proper consent and now 
that there is sudden backlash, 
Black people are being racially 
gaslighted into submission.

In fashion, many aspects of Black 
fashion are viewed as ghetto 
or ratchet when seen worn or 
created by Black Americans. 
However on the other end of the 
spectrum, when appropriated 
by non-Black individuals
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it is seen as revolutionary and 
couture. An example of this 
is Marc Jacobs SS17 fashion 
show. In this show, the 
majority of his models were 
styled in dreadlocks. Instead 
of taking accountability 
for his actions when called 
out for this, he responded 
with pictures of Beyonce’s 
blonde hair and accused her 
of cultural appropriation as 
well. In reality, this statement 
is rooted in ignorance and 
couldn’t be further from the 
truth. Blonde hair is a genetic 
trait, while dreadlocks are 
a protective hair style used 
to maintain natural hair. 
This situation can also be 
compared to Andrew Johnson, 
a Black Philadelphia teen who 
was forced to cut his locs on 
the spot in order to compete 
in a wrestling match. These 
examples illustrate the 
stark differences in society. 
Black Americans cannot 
partake in their own culture 
without systemic scrutiny.
The influence that blackness 
has on pop culture deserves 
to be respected and seen as 
sacred just as every other 
culture. It seems as though 
society has a hard time 
accepting this because Black 
people and their culture are 

often treated as primitive and 
undeserving of celebration. 
They are constantly being 
creatively exploited by 
non-black people. This 
illustrates just how much 
Black America has impacted 
society as a whole, yet is still 
shamelessly disrespected.

I do not have all the 
answers, but I do believe 
that to be taken seriously 
by society, Black Americans 
as a collective should turn 
to gatekeeping to preserve 
their culture. This will create 
a foundation that allows 
Black people to protect their 
culture and keep it sacred.

The long and short of it 
is that African American 
creativity has been the 
backbone of pop culture for 
a long time now and has yet 
to receive its celebration and 
recognition. Instead, non-
Black people are praised 
for their appropriation of 
art, music, fashion, and 
other cultural aspects. It is 
well past time to grant the 
Black community with the 
respect, celebration, and 
gratitude that it deserves.
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Old School
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sk8 or die
By: Chloe King

 Whether you are aware of it or 
not, skate culture has influenced us all. 
Skateboarding has impacted fashion, 
music and even our vocabulary. 
Although skateboarding had a 
negative stigma attached to it when 
it first took off in the early nineties, 
it has become more accepted by the 
mainstream while simultaneously 
maintaining the counterculture 
vibe that makes it so alluring.
 
 With the popularity of streetstyle, 
fashion has borrowed a lot of trends from 
skaters. Vans, Carhartt beanies, and 
Dickies originated in skate parks, yet it 
is commonplace to see anyone wearing 
Vans, beanies, and baggy clothes with 
oversized Thrasher tees. Designers such 
as Virgil Abloh and Alexander Wang 
have even designed runway collections 
highly inspired by skateboarders. 

 So, how did skaters go from being 
titled outcasts to influencers of pop 
culture? Skate culture has provided 
a place of belonging for many people. 
Skating provides a nonjudgmental, 
open community for people who feel 
left without a place in society. This 
space brings freedom, ease, and a sense 
of self to so many, and these values are 
apparent in the ways that skating has 

influenced the lives of the mainstream.

 Skate culture has heavily 
influenced pop culture through music 
and movies. Skating has created and 
emphasized diverse genres of music, 
from indie, to punk, and lo-fi hip-
hop. Artists such as Blink-182, Sonic 
Youth, MGMT, Pixies, Odd Future, and 
so many more have roots in skating. 
Further, films have recently taken a 
great inspiration from skateboarding. 
Movies such as Mid90s, Skate Kitchen, 
and Minding the Gap are widely 
acclaimed and provide a raw insight 
into skate culture. Illegal Civilization, a 
California skate collective, is currently 
rising through the ranks of pop culture. 
Illegal Civ includes members such as 
film director Mikey Alfred, actor Nico 
Hiraga, and has strong ties to Tyler, the 
Creator, Frank Ocean, and Mac Miller.

 What might appear as gritty, 
rebellious, and grungy at surface level 
actually has much softer, deeper layers 
beneath the surface. So when you think 
about it, it’s really no wonder that skate 
culture has permeated so many aspects 
of our lives. Whether you own a board 
yourself or just find belonging within its 
culture, it’s easy to find a place within 
the all-inclusive authenticity of skating.

sk8 or die
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men’s 
makeup: 
more 
than a 
trend

by: Chase Congleton

Learn about the history of male 
makeup and how men today can 

apply it to their lives.

Male makeup is the most 
recent fashion trend that 
has evolved and expand-
ed incredibly quickly in 
a short amount of time.

Although the makeup indus-
try easily capitalizes on the 
most powerful demographic 
on the planet, teenage girls, 
it is safe to say that the in-
dustry is evolving to become 
more gender-neutral and in-
clusive to those who aren’t 
stereotypically thought to 
wear makeup. With beauty 
norms blurring due to inter-
net usage bridging the gap 
between cultures, statistics 
show that men today feel 
more open to the idea of ex-
perimenting with makeup. 
According to a study con-
ducted by Morning Consult, 
about 33% of men between 
the ages 18-29 would con-
sider wearing makeup while 
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3 0 % 
of men be-

tween the ages 
30-44 said they were 

also open to the idea.

Makeup artists such as 
James Charles and Manny 

Gutierrez gaining platforms 
with CoverGirl and Maybelline 

in 2016, respectively, helped nor-
malize the trend of men’s make-

up to a more mainstream audience. 
The stigma surrounding men wear-
ing makeup still remains, but there 
are easy ways for men to wear make-
up in their everyday lives to help en-
hance their beauty and face shape.

Men’s makeup is far 
from a new invention. 

In fact, almost every male entertain-
er in the entertainment industry wears 
makeup to even out the lights. Men in 
ancient times wore makeup as well. In 
Babylonia, China and Egypt, men wore 
nail polish to signify social hierar-
chy. Some men in ancient Rome wore 
powder along with nail polish. How-
ever, male makeup began to dis-
appear at a certain period. When 
the makeup industry did revive 
in the early 20th century, the 
advertising was geared to-

ward women and exclud-
ed men almost entirely.

Every man can 
develop an 
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makeup routine that en-
hances their features with-
out worrying about chal-
lenging gender norms too 
much. An easy tip that all 
men can easily add to their 
daily routine is concealer. 

Concealer is perfect for 
hiding certain spots, espe-
cially under eyes that look 
tired after a late night. 
Concealer can help with 
acne and age spots as well.

When it comes to men 
wearing makeup in to-
day’s society, less is more. 
Adding a touch of eyelin-
er and mascara can help 
your eyes pop out more 
but still remain natural. 
A little bit of blush 
can also add color and 
help certain facial fea-
tures pop out. Most of all, 
grooming facial hair can 
also be seen as makeup. 

Grooming eyebrows, mus-
taches and beards is a 
crucial part of how a man 
presents himself to the 
world. Maintaining fa-
cial hair is the best way 
to improve your looks and 
keep you looking snazzy. 

Of course, none of this 
is to deter anyone from 
experimenting with dif-
ferent makeup styles. In 
fact, more men are try-
ing out different nail pol-
ish colors as well as eye 
shadows and lipsticks.

Be bold.

 Life is too short to lim-
it yourself by what you 
can or can’t do to your 
face based on archaic so-
cietal standards rooted 
in patriarchy. Challenge 
yourself and find ways 
to expand your horizons.
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The same rules apply for throwback songs making 
comebacks. I am constantly seeing “American Boy” 

by Estelle ft. Kanye West and Vampire Weekend’s 
“Campus” on my FYP. Not to mention “Potential 
Breakup Song” by Aly & AJ, many TikToks made 
begging the sisters to create an explicit version of 
their girl power anthem from 2007. And then they did.

TikTok has strengthened the bond between 
celebrities and fanbases. Fans keep asking and 

artists keep delivering. For instance, Miley Cyrus went 
through a phase in December, interacting with fans 
as if they were her best friends. She asked one out on 
a date, gave opinions and approval on tattoos, and 

even got E! News to change their Instagram bio.
On an almost comical note, TikTok after TikTok 

Although the past year has been 
nothing but chaotic, it is safe to say 
that TikTok has been a constant 
and with us through it all. This 
social platform went from what 
seemed like kids pointlessly 
dancing or lip syncing to completely 
changing the landscape of advertising and 
awareness within music, beauty, fitness, 
lifestyle, and more. Not to mention the 
comedic relief my FYP always brings me!

The range of opportunities that TikTok 
offers is much more than meets the eye. For 
instance, can TikTok increase the number of streams an artist gets? 
In 2020, I often found myself hearing songs and yelling, “This is from 
TikTok!”. Seriously, stop and think about it. Where would “Savage” 
by Megan Thee Stallion ft. Beyonce, BENEE’s “Supalonely”, or “Sunday 
Best” by Surfaces, be without their massive presence on the app?

By: Kalynn Schwandt

trends,
lessons, and 

Content that the 
app has given us 

through a pandemiC 
and Beyond.

From 2020 to 2021: the  
contagion oF  tiktok

was created to a sound by user Em 
Jaccs, stating “Remy, the Ratatouille”. 
Don’t act like you haven’t heard it, 
you know the one. The increasing 
use of this sound and other TikToks 
revolving around the 2007 Disney 
movie actually led to the blueprint 
to a Ratatouille musical - no joke!

The main point proven here is, if you 
have an idea, TikTok may put you on 
the right track quicker than you would 
think. It really goes to show how fast 
trends can move and the importance 
of connection and collaboration.

While music and 
celebrities are fun, the 
app has evolved into so 
much more. Fitness and 
wellness are prominent, 
as influencers and 
everyday people 
share workouts, 
breathing exercises, 
as well as yoga and 
stretching techniques.

Another innovative feature of TikTok 
that I have noticed are “checkpoints”. 
From time to time, I will run across 
an account that stops to provide me 
with words of affirmation or just a 
general reminder to “take a break 
from scrolling”. This is a great effort 
in grounding and recentering in a 
fast-paced, highly digitized world.

Why do I feel like Tik Tok has personally 
upped my makeup game within the past 
year? TikTok reaches well beyond music 
and wellness, as there is a huge portion 
of the app dedicated to the realm of 
beauty. There are too many talented 

accounts 
and artists 
to name, but beauty 
accounts excel on the app. 
Ways to prime your face, how to 
get the perfect winged eyeliner, 
and the best drugstore beauty 
products are some of my favorite 
videos to scroll through. A few 
personal TikTok recommendations 
include my new favorite lip gloss, 
the Maybelline Lifter Gloss, and I am 
also a sucker for NYX’s Retractable 
Eyeliner. (Especially in hot pink or 
purple for a fun look!). Another favorite 

TikTok-inspired look 
of mine right now are 
claw clips. I love seeing 
videos of different 
ways to style them.

Another honorable 
mention goes out to 
cooking TikTok. Feta 
pasta, avocado toast, 
and whipped coffee, 

just to name a few, have clearly taken 
off thanks to the app and its users.

Obviously, there are far too many sides 
of TikTok to name, but I know I can turn 
to the app for just about anything. At 
times that sounds a little pathetic, but it 
goes to show the importance of human 
collaboration and how much people 
crave to feed ideas off of one another, 
as well as the power of a creative outlet.

A global pandemic took thing after 
thing away from our lives, but TikTok 
truly stepped in as a way to express 
ourselves, interact with others, and 
learn a thing or two. Happy scrolling!

It really goes 
to show how 

fast trends can 
move and the 
importance of 

connection and 
collaboration.
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Woman’s Best Frien
d

Stylist: C
arson Kroekr 
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Photographer: Emily Singleton
Model: Kate Battershell
Layout: Millie Bryant
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With the recent legalization 
of marijuana in state 
governments across the United 
States, people are beginning 
to question the validity of its 
medicinal uses. It’s safe to say 
that the topic of legalization 
is controversial and questions 
have been raised about the 
drug’s effectiveness, its 
safety, and who should have 
access to it. In reality, much 
of the stigma behind the use 
of marijuana stems from a 
lack of information about the 
subject. A substantial amount 
of people use cannabis to 
treat health issues such as 
anxiety, trauma, insomnia, 

nausea, eating disorders 
and chronic pain. Despite its 
medicinal potential, there 
are still several negative 
connotations about marijuana 
persisting in our society.

Marijuana has a long history 
dating back to ancient 
cultures that used the plant 
for medical treatments, 
rituals and religious purposes. 
Marijuana was considered a 
mainstream medicine in the 
West until the early 20th 

century, when prohibitionist 

sentiments outlawed the drug 
in some states. Stigmas only 
grew as racist and classist 
anti-marijuana campaigns 
emerged, creating a shift in 
society’s perception of the 
drug. Certain stereotypes 
about the drug became so 
deeply ingrained in society 
that, even today, people refuse 
to acknowledge its potential 
to treat serious illnesses.

Today, marijuana can either 
be seen as a saving grace 
or a menace in society. The 
normalization of cannabis has 
caused a lot of debate in recent 
legalization attempts. Much of 

the present stigma behind the 
drug comes from the idea that 
it’s a “party drug” and used 
only as a way to get high. Many 
people claim that it is too easy 
to get a medical marijuana 
patient card, which leads to 
the assumption that people 
with med cards are abusing 
their ability to get weed, 
which is often not the case.

The most common use for 
medical marijuana in the U.S. 
is for pain control, especially 

chronic pain that develops 

By: Hadley Dejarnette
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through aging. Marijuana is a safer 
alternative to opiates, because 
it is far less addictive and it is 
impossible to overdose. While many 
studies report that marijuana is 
useful in treating various illnesses, 
there is moderate evidence that 
cannabis users have a higher risk 
of developing some 
forms of psychosis 
and experiencing 
impairment to cognitive 
domains. It’s important 
to conduct more research on 
the topic in order to get a better 
idea of the drug’s effectiveness 
and possible side effects.

Marijuana is still classified as 
a schedule 1 drug in the U.S., 
meaning it is considered to have 

no medicinal value and has a high 
potential for abuse, however neither 
of these claims have been supported 
by scientific or medical research. 
Marijuana has become stigmatized 
partly due to the lack of scientific 
evidence to support its effectiveness 
and shortage of research funding 
on the topic. Not only do people 
who use the drug for therapeutic 
purposes have to fight with the 
government, but they have to deal 
with the extra burden that societal 
stereotypes put on their reputation. 
Medical cannabis patients 
constantly struggle with finding 
treatment for their illness and the 
discrimination that comes along 
with having to prove a need for it.

In short, it is crucial to remember 
that marijuana is a real medicine. 
Let’s break the stigma.
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When we look back at 1920s fashion, 
most people imagine the iconic flapper 
girl dress, mid-length and embellished 
with sequins and tassels. Although 
we may not think of 1920s fashion as 
a current trend, many designers have 
mimicked this silhouette, by creating 
mid-length dresses or adding familiar 
embellishments. For example, look to 
Balmain’s embellished mini dress. The 
1920s was just the start of the mod-
ern-day chic woman and a very in-
fluential decade in fashion’s history. 
By the 1930s, fashion had drastically 

changed due to the economy. Women 
went back to wearing full-length dress-
es that accentuated their waist and 
fabrics laid close to their body to show 
off their silhouette. This trend has 
been repeated multiple times by fash-
ion influencers, and was particular-
ly apparent at Kourtney Kardashian’s 
2019 Christmas Eve party. The three 
dresses featured famous designers, 
such as Tom Ford, Thierry Mugler, and 
Jean Paul Gaultier. All three dresses 
were long, silk, and designed to show 

off the celebrities’ silhouettes, clear-
ly mimicking the style of the 1930s. 

1940 became a very important year for 
women, when French designer Lou-
is Reard designed the first two-piece 
swimsuit which clearly became a sta-
ple piece in every women’s wardrobe. 
The high waisted swimsuit has made 
a comeback in recent years, except 
this time around features a higher cut 
on the leg, giving it a modern twist.

Fashion really 
does repeat itselF.

1920 to 
2020 
Fashion 
trends

By: Peyton Hosier
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In the 1950s, Christian Dior influenced 
the dramatic change in women’s sil-
houette, when he introduced the “New 
Look.” This decade became known for 
the mid-length layered skirts and a 
structured bust. Recently the fashion 
industry has seen a rise in mid-length 
skirts and dresses, which can be found 
on red carpets and other events by celeb-
rities which was influenced by the 50s. 

While the infamous “poodle skirt” was 
popular in the 50s, skirts of the 1960s 
were short and sweet. The 60s became 
the first decade to introduce the mini-
skirt, which is a staple in women’s 
closets today.  This changed the look 
of women’s silhouettes yet again and 
brought a new air of confidence and re-

bellion to the social scene. The 
miniskirt marks a pivotal time 
in history, serving as a symbol of 
freedom and rebellion much like 
the flappers of the 1920s. Today, 
women are seen wearing mini-
skirts every day, channeling con-
fidence and connecting fashion 
to feminism and social change.

Although miniskirts were ev-
ery woman’s obsession during 
the 60s, the women of the 1970s 
traded in their skirts for bell bot-
tom jeans. Bell bottoms were not 
only a trend for women but also 
men, making them a memora-
ble fashion statement through-
out fashion history. Currently, as 
we see skinny jeans fading out, 
higher-waisted and wider-cut 
jeans have made an appearance 
in stores and on celebrities such 
as Selena Gomez and Bella Hadid

“The bigger the better” was the 
name of the game in the 1980s. This was 
not only shown in the defining hairstyles 
of the decade, but also in the sleeves of 
garments. This time birthed the idea of 
extreme shoulder pads, which are now 
being used in blazers, shirts, and dress-
es. Voluminous, exaggerated sleeves 
were added to nearly every garment 
in the 80s, creating a statement that 
no one ever thought would come back. 
But lo and behold, extravagant sleeves 
made an appearance in designer piec-
es. These sleeve details are often seen 
in Rebecca Hessel Cohen’s design work 
for LoveShackFancy. Almost all of her 
recent collections feature sleeves with 
inspiration directly tied back to the 80s.
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Celebrities became 
very influential in the 1990s, 

and gained a bigger role in controlling 
fashion trends. Household names such as Paris 

Hilton, Winona Ryder, and supermodels Kate Moss 
and Naomi Campbell paved the way for new trends. The 

90s gave us the rise of teen spirit, as women left the “modest 
is hottest” idea in the past. This sense of rebellion introduced 

the slip dress. Today, slip dresses with a cowl neckline have been 
very popular across the fashion industry, and can be found in almost 

any trendy retail store or worn on any influencer’s Instagram feed.

In the 2000s, the silhouette of women’s fashion completely changed 
and lowcut everything was in. Specifically, low-rise sweat suits like the 

Juicy Couture ones that we all know and love became a staple item that 
every girl had in her closet. Over time, these sweat suits went out of style 

and served only as a nostalgic anecdote, until 2020 when athleisure took 
off. Matching joggers and sweatshirts became everyone’s go-to outfit to 
lounge in during quarantine, closely mirroring the trends of the early 2000s.

By 2010, sneakers rose in the ranks of fashion, as they transitioned away from 
solely activewear and into everyday wear. Sneakers became a must-have piece, 
not only in women’s closets but also men’s. Both women and men were found 
dressing up sneakers for work, nice events, and trendy streetwear looks. The 2010s 
became the first decade to introduce athleisure, which is still a hugely defining 
trend in 2021. Today, women pair sneakers with dresses or skirts, introducing 
a modern twist and bringing an element of versatility to womenswear.

As 2020 rolled around, everyone was excited for a new decade and many 
celebrations, however COVID-19 had other plans. 2020 forced everyone to 
reevaluate their perspective on fashion, trends, and far beyond. More people 
would choose joggers and sweatshirts over dresses and heels, which has 
modified the trends that we see today. Looking back 100 years ago, 1920 

was known as The Jazz Age, and people’s entire lifestyles revolved 
around getting dressed up every night to attend lavish parties. Fast 

forward to 2020, when everything came to a screeching halt.

It is crazy to take a deeper look at how much fashion can 
change based on what is occurring in the world. Although 

every decade is characterized by a certain garment 
or style, fashion continues to repeat itself while 

simultaneously reinventing itself. Where 
will the fashion cycle take us 

next? Only time will tell.
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Let them eat fruit
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Models: Holly Brugman, Kendall
Minaldi, Christina Garagusi & 
Gabriel Rangel
Photographer: Addison Themer
Stylist: Calli Cooper
Layout: Karynsa Teel
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L e t 
Them Eat Fruit 

was inspired by  the 
famous quote “Let Them 

Eat Cake,” attributed to Ma-
rie Antoinette. I wanted to 
take the extravagance and 
opulence of this statement 

and period and turn it in-
toa more raw form of 

the same concept. 

T h i s 
allows us to 

truly appreciate 
and take in the 

colors, textures and 
expression of the 

environmnent.

Fruit 
is beauty in 

it’s most natural 
form, created since 

the very beginning 
of time. Contradict-
ing the original inspi-
ration, this editorial 
showcases a sense of 

pureness and nat-
ural beauty.

Models: Holly Brugman, Kendall
Minaldi, Christina Garagusi & Gabriel Rangel
Photographer: Addison Themer
Stylist: Calli Cooper
Layout: Karynsa Teel
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APRIL 
SEXUAL ASSAULT 

AWARENESS 
MONTH

Written anonymously, by individuals sharing 
their stories of sexual assault.

“My sexual assault happened 
to me by my biological father, 

which freaking sucks. Like, I was 
just in so much shock, and dismay 

that I didn’t even know what was hap-
pening? I was at a family event - yeah. This 

man caused me to grow up in an abusive house-
hold, beating on my mom; just so much trauma. 

Mental and physical, that I already didn’t trust him, 
but he made a comment about my booty then tried to 

scoot his hand across the couch to touch it? My mom was 
the only one who said anything, who noticed I was in 

distress. His family didn’t say a word! It’s so disgust-
ing to see how some families try to cover up for 

people. No matter how awkward or embarrass-
ing it is, there should never be a time when 

someone is allowed to make anyone un-
comfortable. Speaking out is so im-

portant.Anyway, don’t trust any-
one who has wronged you before.”

“I thought he was 
a friend of mine. He 

desperately wanted to 
hang out and after an hour 

of him begging I said I would, 
but only if he didn’t try anything. 

He promised me he wouldn’t, but 
then forced me to do things to him and 

paid me afterwards. I never told 
anyone. I stayed quiet because 

I felt like people were going 
to blame me for what hap-

pened and it would all 
come back on me.”

“I went to the bars 
with a few friends 

and I was approached 
by two older men. 

They proceeded to flirt 
with me and try to buy me 

a drink. After I told him no. 
He grabbed my boob and 

it was totally unexpe-
cted. That should never 

happen to anybody.” La
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“When I came to college, I was very open 
with my sexuality. I wasn’t afraid of sex 
nor was I ashamed of the sexual encoun-
ters/partners I interacted with. But with 
that being said, there have been many 
times I have been assaulted in the en-
counters I’ve had and I didn’t even re-
alize it until later on. When I would re-
alize it, I would pretend it was nothing 
but the pain was still eating away at me 
because I was still letting guys take ad-
vantage of me, thinking it was 
just me being open about 
sex. About a month and a 
half ago I decided that I 
was going to stop letting 
this happen and that I 
needed to set up the 
proper boundaries 
in order to say no to 
people. During a night 
in drinking with my 
friends, a guy I had pre-
viously had sex with had 
shown up and was hinting 
he wanted to go into my bed-
room. While I was extremely intoxicat-
ed by this time of the night and don’t 
remember much I do remember telling 
him repeatedly “I’m not having sex with 
you” and  “I do not want to have sex 
with you”. He was blatantly ignoring my 
statements, continuing to ask about the 
bedroom and complimenting me on my 
new haircut. The next thing I remember 
was waking up completely naked and 
alone in my bedroom the next morning. 
I remember going to the bathroom and it 

being painful to pee and sighing because 
I knew what I had tried to set boundaries 
for had been broken. But not by myself. 
That guy ignored my boundaries and as-
saulted me. It’s not my fault. I have to 
remind myself of that daily. It’s not my 
fault. I told him no. Being coerced after 
saying no is not considered consent. Be-
ing drunk with a strange man isn’t con-
sidered consent. Consent is a sober yes. 
And I’ve realized throughout my near-

ly three years in college that 
I haven’t gotten much con-

sent. But it’s not my fault. 
I know what consent is. 

As a young woman I am 
taught from a young 

age what consent is. 
But are young men? 
A young man taught 

that no means no? Are 
young men taught that 

you should never con-
vince a woman to say yes? 

Are young men taught that 
having sex with a drunk wom-

an is not consent? They aren’t. That 
is the root of the problem. Women are 
taught from a young age to be careful, 
not to show too much skin, be mindful 
where you walk. But no one has ever 
taught a man to be mindful of a wom-
an. Men are taught that if they want 
something, they should stop at 
nothing to get it. So the next 
time I say no, maybe a man 
will actually respect me.”

“That’s the 
problem. We 

need to switch 
the narrative and 
start teaching our 
young boys how to 

be mindful and 
respectful of 

women.” 
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“Six 
years 

to be 
e x a c t , 

a n d 
even   now 

I sometimes don’t feel okay or I feel 
guilty or any number of things. Six years 
ago I was pressured into sex at the first 
high school party I had ever gone to. I 
remember the circumstances very well; 
I was a senior in high school, my best 
friend and I had lied to our parents and 
were planning on staying at a friend’s 
house. She had told her parents we 
were staying with a girl friend of ours 
and I had told my parents that I was 
staying at our best friend’s house. It 
was our girl friend’s birthday, so I 
had mentioned we were hanging 
out for her birthday, but we’d 
go straight home after or 
even crash at her house. It 
was full proof, and since 
I never snuck out, never 
lied to my parents, my mom 
didn’t think twice about it.
I was ‘that’ kid in high school, 
super friendly to everyone, in 
dance, choir, musical theatre, student 
council, NHS, etc. Everyone remembers 
who that kid is, well that was me. That 
night was the first time I had alcohol. 
Though at the time, Oklahoma didn’t 
have modern liquor laws just yet, so 

all the gas station beers were a lower 
percent alcohol than what liquor stores 
sold. I opted for a Mike’s Lemonade, so 
you know it wasn’t anything strong.I 
knew something was off when I started 
my second lemonade and immediately 
felt drowsy and out of it and somehow 
super giggly. Now I know that I was 
probably roofied, because I couldn’t 
remember who had given me a second 
lemonade, but I hadn’t gotten myself. 
At the time, I thought this is what it’s 
like when you drink. Now I know that 
while I can get super giggly after three 
vodka sodas or five shots, it shouldn’t 
have happened on hard lemonade, after 
half of a second one. Parts of the night I 
remember, others I don’t, but I remember 
when a guy I was friends with kissed me. 
I was my third kiss ever, so I was excited, 
and I remember consensually agreeing 
to make out with him. But due to being 
drugged, I remember just wanting to 
go to sleep. The guy complied and let 
me go lay down. Then at some point, he 
was in there with me, pressuring me to 
kiss him again. I don’t remember how I 

became un dressed, but I was and 
the first clear thing I remember 

after trying to say no just let 
me sleep was, maybe he’ll 

leave me alone if I just do 
this one thing. Of course, 
it wasn’t just the one thing. 

Years later, therapy and time 
have taught me that pressuring 

someone into sex is a form of 
assault. In high school, and even 

now to some degree, I was a people 
pleaser. I didn’t like it when people 
were angry at me for refusing them 
something that wasn’t 
money or drugs. I also 
was so tired and 

“From the age of 7 
to 11, I was sexually 

abused by a relative. I told 
my mom at age 8 and she 

dismissed it. At age 19 I told her 
again. She told me “you should’ve 

fought back, why didn’t you tell me, 
what if he did it to your sisters”, and 

etc. these comments almost made 
me commit suicide but here I am 

at 23 and thriving. These situ-
ations don’t define me and 

it has taken me a long 
time to realize this.”

“It 
took 

me a long 
time to get 

to this 
point.”

didn’t feel like I was at my full strength 
to just run away. I was coming down 
from whatever had been in the drink 
I blindly accepted, I was scared at 
disrupting my friends in the house, 
and I didn’t know what I was doing, I 
just knew that maybe it would stop at 
some point if i just did what I do best 
and complied to make someone happy.
So, it happened (without protection) I 
might add. Which I didn’t realize till 
I woke up alone the next morning. At 
first I thought I was crazy, that it had 
just been a dream, but then I realized 
I was still naked. My head was also 
pounding and my phone was 
close to dying, luckily just 
being charged enough to set 
off my alarm. That weekend 
I also had my last regional 
dance competition. I had 
to be to Mid West City by 
the afternoon, hair and 
make up done to compete. 
In my mind I thought I had 
to lie about what I had done 
the night before to avoid 
getting in trouble by my mom 
and I had to make sure I wasn’t 
pregnant. So, I got dressed and tried to 
duck out quietly, but I remember seeing 
the guy looking at me funny. I walked 
out with him and he asked me if I was 
on birth control and I shook my head 
and he just hugged me, told me to talk 
to him later and took off. I pulled myself 
together and my best friend offered 
to take me to breakfast with her and 

her boyfriend at the time. After I 
cried in my car, I reached out to 

literally a complete stranger. 
It was a guy friend that I had 
met through an old chatting 

app called Quad. It had been 

set up for the 
i n c o m i n g 
f r e s h m a n 
class at 
O k l a h o m a 
State. I asked him 
what I should do, because I 
couldn’t bring myself to tell my 
best friend, my mom, or anybody 
I actually was close with for fear 
of not being believed. He walked me 
through what to do and told me to let 
him know if I needed anything else. To 
this day, I’ve only met him once or twice 
at some college parties, but I’m forever 

grateful to him being supportive 
and getting through it.

I remember that dance 
competition too. It was 

the weekend before my 
Dad’s birthday. I went 

into overdrive trying 
to prove to myself that 

I was fine, that maybe I 
had agreed to everything 

that happened. When I first 
opened up in therapy about 

it, it had been two years after 
it happened. Looking back, 

I’m glad that I had some good friends 
to keep me on track and safe. I had to 
acknowledge that it did happen and 
that I didn’t want it to have happened. 
If there was one thing I wish I could do, 
is go back to when he initially did try 
to apologize, even if it was because he 
felt like he needed to not because he 
actually understood why I was so upset 
and scared, and try to actually talk to 
him. Though now, in my mid 20’s, I know 
that it probably wouldn’t have been a 
productive conversation. I did tell my 
best friend and some other close friends 
of mine a few days later when I was 

“I spent 
most of 

my energy 
closing myself 
off and making 

some self-
deprecating 
decisions.”
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scared to leave the choir room until the 
last possible minute, wouldn’t eat lunch 
anywhere but the choir room, and made 
them swear not to say a word to anyone. 
Though, it being a small high school, 
some rumors swelled around, though I 
don’t remember hearing them directly. 
I told my core group of college best 
friends in the middle of my sophomore 
year, when I had decided to DD and took 
off from a party where I saw him there. 
That was probably the lowest point, 
dropping my friends off, freezing, and 
taking off without a word and sobbing 
in my friends car while driving around 
Stillwater ignoring their calls and texts.
I didn’t tell my mother till the sum-
mer of 2017, and it was over the phone. 
I remember her asking me why I felt 
like I couldn’t talk to her before and 
my excuse seeming so stupid now.
I never reported it, because I didn’t 
know who I could trust, and being the 
type of person that I was, didn’t want 
to ruin his life. I wanted to be believed 
sure, but I wanted to push it down as 
far as it would go. Though when he was 
initially in the frat that my sorority 

had paired with for homecom-
ing, I somehow managed to 

keep seeing him on the bus 
for two years, and he was 

at various 
events I 

worked at when I 
worked in catering, I 
knew God was telling me that it 
was time to face this and deal with 
it. It. It’s taken me six years to write 
all of this down. It wasn’t until the 
first guy I started consistently see-
ing and going out with around my 21st 
birthday that I realized I could enjoy be-
ing intimate with someone and not feel 
used. It wasn’t until I finally had heart 
to hearts with the people I loved that I 
could admit to my story not being black 
and white and while I definitely should 
have fought harder, thrown caution out 
the door about being disruptive to my 
friends, and told my mom right away, I 
understand that it was still something 
that shouldn’t have happened in the 
first place. I was too worried about my 
reputation at school and with my par-
ents to fully admit until two years later 
that what happened to me was wrong. I 
share this hoping that it may help some-
one. That my story proves to you that 
not everything terrible that happens 
has to look the way it does on TV, that 
it can be years before you finally get to 
the root of it and realize how much you 
need to heal. But that it was real and 
damaged you in a real way. Six years lat-
er, I can talk about this without shaking 
and crying, but I do still have my days 
where I fear running into him again.”

“I was sexually assaulted when I was 19. He was a close family friend, 
and for a long time I refused to acknowledge that what had happened 

to me was assault. Things had started off as consensual and I consid-
ered myself a “bad victim” because for a while, I continued to speak to 
him after it happened. It has taken me almost two years to fully come to 

terms with what happened. I understand now that just because something 
starts consensual, just because you love someone, doesn’t mean what 

happened wasn’t sexual assault. There is no “right” way to be a survi-
vor and there is no “right” reaction to being assaulted. I still struggle 

with guilt and shame but I am slowly learning to heal, in my own way.”

An expression of the lasting impacts of sexual assault and the resulting PTSD

Do I remember?
Yes. Every day I remember through the pounding in my ears, the pain in my 
stomach, and the tightness in my chest.
The more accurate question would be, how can I forget?
I ask this sincerely, with desperation. Please let me forget. Let me have one day, 
one blessed day, without the intrusion into my thoughts. It feels like a cruel jest 
that the violation of my autonomy from four, five, six, even ten years ago still 
haunts me.
These assaults loom over me, begging the question of how I am to hide from the 
continued attacks on my subconscious?
When I finally lay down to rest, I am greeted by my adversary once more in yet 
another world I cannot control. In my waking hours, I try to flee the grasp of 
that invasion. I suppress it, I remain active, I try to hide in the words and worlds 
of others so that I may escape my own. I have found that oftentimes I am merely 
an illusion of who I am expected to be. I pass my time as a façade, playing at the 
pretense of normalcy. Instead, I am trapped within my own mind, the strongest 
and most relentless prison available to me. There I remain, held against my will 
while I relive those moments of fear, pain, betrayal, and anguish all so vividly 
that I feel fresh and bloodied wounds reopening instead of worn scars.
So now I ask, if I cannot forget, can I mend?
I have tried so hard to repair what you broke, I have worked continuously to re-
claim who I am, to regain a realm of stability.
So perhaps, the more apt question is, how dare you?
You, who intentionally broke me into so many shards that years later, while my 
body has healed, my mind is still fractured.
How dare you keep pushing your way into my life when I pushed you out so long 
ago?
You have no place here, and I will continue to fight you. I will wage war
against your putrid remnants, and I will win. I will persevere, because, in the 
end, my truth is stronger than any hold you had on me.

Anonymous Poem: Fractured
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Everything Is Not     
What It
 Seems
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 Everything Is Not  What  It  Seem

s

“everything is not 
What it seems” looks to 
surrealism For inspiration 
and Challenges the 
ordinary. playing With 
unConventional elements, 
this ConCept Brings a sense 
oF Fun With its Cheeky, 
ironiC, and someWhat 
kitsChy aesthetiC that 
serves as a reminder not to 
take liFe too seriously.”

Photographer: Emily Singleton 
Stylist: Kendall Minaldi 
Models: Carson Kroeker & Holly Brugman
Layout: Chloe King
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n the uncertainty of the world, 
we still can choose kindness.
As March 2021 just passed, 
we are forced to look back on 
the year that has completely 

changed our world. With no end 
immediately in sight, we must continue 
to uplift each other and consistently 
choose kindness as our main form 
of communication with others.

The pandemic has looked different 

for everyone, affecting each life 
differently. As quarantine got boring 
for almost everyone, some people’s 
lives were drastically affected by the 
pandemic. Students on free reduced 
meals in school struggled to know 
where their next meal was coming from, 
jobs were forced to lay their employees 
off and shopping for groceries and 
toiletries became a unique challenge.
But even in the midst of an entire 

The
Power

Of  
Kindness

By: Faith Bollom

pandemic, one choice you can make is 
kindness. There are so many challenges 
and changes in the world right now, 
and it feels like everything you can 
think of has a negative. The easiest 
way to choose kindness in your daily 
life is to consistently look for the 
positives in each situation. When 
surrounded by your friends, it can 
be easy to fall into a negative gossip 
cycle, ranting and venting about 
anything and everything. However, 
deciding to be optimistic when these 
situations arise takes a lot of bravery.

There is truly no way 
to compare struggles 
during the pandemic, 
so it is important 
to understand that 
everyone hit a 
low point to some 
degree throughout 
this past year. 
When complaining 
or ranting, take a 
moment to consider 
how other people 
have been affected and what their 
year has looked like. With everything, 
think of others and put them first. 
From there, kindness will follow.

Personally, my quarantine was filled 
with FOMO and the fear of missed 
opportunities. However, it helped to 
remind myself that everyone’s summer 
looked different this year. I kept myself 
happy and busy with a few of the 
quarantine trends, which were essential 
for spreading a little bit of joy in the 
midst of a very dark time for many.
John Krasinski created Some Good 
News, a YouTube channel and news-

formatted series about the good 
things that were happening in the 
world. Through little things like this, 
I was reminded of the good things 
that still existed and that there would 
be a light at the end of the tunnel.

Aside from Some Good News, social 
media felt like it was only filled with 
devastating news and reminders of the 
scary world outside. However, using this 
time to reinvent yourself and to share 
your own good news on social media 
can be the best way to spread kindness. 

With so many of us not 
getting to spend time 
with loved ones and 
missing out on family 
opportunities, social 
media became one of 
our primary forms of 
communication with 
others. Using social 
media as an avenue 
to share uplifting 
messages and connect 
with one another is 
something that should 

extend well past the COVID-19 era.

These days, there is an overwhelming 
number of negative things to dwell 
on. However, the best thing we can 
do for the sake of our hearts, mental 
health, and the good of others, is to 
spread kindness. Choosing the good 
and spreading positivity can be the 
hardest thing to do sometimes, but 
as you do, you will inspire others to 
look at things from a different angle 
and speak kindness into all things.

“The easiest way to 
choose kindness in 
your daily life is to 
consistently look 
for the positives 
in each situation.”
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Photographer: Quinn Rogers
Stylist: Gabriella Rangel
Models: Gabrielle Tiger & Sara Cady
Layout: Chloe King
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“2021 lisa Frank is Based around 2001 lisa Frank 
meeting 2021. I Was inspired By the viBrant Colors 
used in the lisa Frank merChandise and I Wanted 

the Clothing to reFleCt those Colors.”
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Photographer: Quinn Rogers
Stylist: Gabriella Rangel
Models: Gabrielle Tiger & Sara Cady
Layout: Chloe King
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 As we grow up, it seems that our 
skincare grows with us. If I were to look 
back at my skincare journey, I would 
see my eighth grade self wiping her 
face with a Clearasil Cleansing Pad and 
then going straight to sleep. Now seven 
years later, I have a multi-step day and 
night skincare routine that would make 
my eighth grade self fall to her knees.

 One of the most important aspects 
of a skincare routine is serums. Although 
they play such a large role in achieving 
our dream skin, many people opt out 
of the use of serums, because they 
either don’t know which ones to use 
or they don’t know when to use them. 
Well, my friend, I am here to help you 
navigate serums so that you can get that 
glowing, hydrated skin that you desire.

 Let’s start with the basics; what 
exactly is a serum? Serums are usually 
liquid or gel-based and they provide the 
skin with highly-concentrated ingredients 
that seep directly into the skin. When using 
serums you should apply them before your 
moisturizer to help lock in moisture. If you 
plan to layer serums on top of each other, 
a good rule of thumb is to apply them 
from thinnest to thickest. Beware though, 
if you are applying too many serums at 
once, your skin will let you know by not 
fully absorbing the serums. If after you 
apply them you still feel them setting on 
top of the skin, that is a good indicator 
that you layered too many serums on. 
 
 Now, onto the fun part. Here 
are some of the different types of 
serums and when you should use 
these serum sin your skincare routine.

By: Morgan Malget

serums
101
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hydrating serums

Hydrating serums are an integral 
part in a skincare routine. Because 
they sink deep into the skin they can 
moisturize your skin better than top-
ical moisture creams and give these 
topical creams a boost. The holy grail 
of ingredients in hydrating serums 
is hyaluronic acid. Hyaluronic acid 
works like a sponge by absorbing and 
retaining water, which in turn will 
give you plumper more moisturized 
skin. It is best to apply this serums 
when your face is damp so that the 
serum has moisture to lock in when it 
penetrates the skin. This serum will 
give you hydrating benefits, wheth-
er you use it in your daily or nightly 
routine. My personal favorite hyal-
uronic acid serum is Glossier’s Su-
per Bounce Serum. This serum leaves 
my face feeling soft and never sticky.

Brightening serums

There are many ingredients that can 
brighten up the skin and leave be-
hind a radiant glow, but one of the 
most common is Vitamin C. Although 
I have Vitamin C serums labeled as a 
type of brightening serum, these se-
rums have many additional benefits. 
Vitamin C acts like an armor to pol-
lution and other free radicals. It can 
also help protect against sun damage 
and even out skin tone. Vitamin C is 
a powerful little ingredient, so it is 
important to work it in to your rou-
tine slowly if you a beginner. For be-
ginners, start with the Ole Henriksen 
Truth Serum. This Vitamin C serum 
has a lower concentration so it will 

be easier for your skin to get used 
to the ingredients. If you are expe-
rienced with acids, try the Ole Hen-
riksen Banana Bright Serum. It had 
a higher concentration of Vitamin C 
and is great for skin that is used to 
acids. You will get the most benefits 
of Vitamin C serums if you use them 
in the morning. This way, your skin is 
brightened for the day and also pro-
tected from UV rays and pollution 
you’ll encounter throughout the day.

anti-aging serums

You may think to yourself, “I don’t 
need to use an anti-aging serum”; 
well think again. It’s never to early 
to start using an anti-aging serum 
because not only do these serums 
reverse effects from aging, they can 
also defend against future signs of 
aging. My favorite anti-aging serum 
is the Skyn Iceland Icelandic Youth 
Serum with Red Algae. This serum is 
powered by Astaxanthin, an antioxi-
dant found in Icelandic micro-algae. 
This ingredient helps to preserve the 
skin while preventing stress-induced 
signs of aging. This serum transforms 
uneven skin while fighting aging due 
to stress and pollution. Immediate-
ly after applying this serum, my skin 
tone is visibly more even. You can use 
anti-aging serums day and night. Pro 
tip: Try out your serum of choice at 
both times of day to determine when 
you are seeing the most benefits!
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aCne-Fighting serums

Acne-fighting serums may be your key 
to unlocking clear skin. Although top-
ical acne treatments can benefit the 
skin, acne-fighting serums can pene-
trate the skin in a way that is not pos-
sible for the topicals. Niacinamide is 
an acne-fighting ingredient that, when 
paired with Zinc PCA, helps reduce the 
appearance of blemishes and redness 
and irritation in the skin. Glossier’s Su-
per Pure Serum is a great option for peo-
ple looking for an acne treatment that 
won’t dry the skin like other common 
acne ingredients, such as salicylic acid. 
You should apply acne-fighting serums 
during your evening routine so that they 
can work and repair skin over night.

There are many other types of serums 
you can use, but these four are a great 
place to start in your guide to serums. 
What may work for other people may be 
not right for you, so it is important to 
do your research when picking the right 
serums. It’s also important to remember 
that your skincare routine is bound to 
change and evolve. Don’t be afraid to try 
new products and experiment until you 
get your perfect routine nailed down.
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When Anxiety Strikes
By: 

Journei G
reen
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ith the conversation sur-
rounding mental health be-
coming more prevalent and 
more necessary, anxiety has 

become a commonplace topic. But what is 
anxiety, and what are ways to prevent it?
What is anxiety? According to Mayo 
Clinic, anxiety is intense, excessive, 
and persistent worry and fear about 
everyday situations. When thinking 
of anxiety, I usually have a hard time 
recognizing the beginning signs of 
an attack, which is due to the over-
lap in anxiety and stress signals.

some oF the signs 
inClude:

Chest tightness
shalloW Breaths
Finger numBness

laCk oF ConCentration
Currently, the conversation surround-
ing mental health is critical. What was 
once a taboo topic is now becoming more 
commonplace, thus allowing us to nor-
malize anxiety and stress. This is a huge 
leap forward, because normalizing anx-
iety will spread knowledge about it and 
help people find ways to cope with it.

Unfortunately, there are still plenty of 
stigmas surrounding mental health. 
Courageously, the younger generations 
have recently played an active role in 
approaching the topic and normaliz-
ing mental health care. However, the 
same cannot necessarily be said for the 
older generations. For example, old-

er people often equate signs of mental 
illnesses with signs of weakness. Of 
course, this is far from the truth.

Before I knew I was experi-
encing anxiety attacks, I 
was not well versed in self-
care or aftercare. The 
topic of mental health 
rarely came up in the 
household I grew up 
in, and if it did, I was 
told to pray about it. 
While this is a nice 
sentiment, it did 
not help me com-
bat anxiety and 
made me emo-
tionally drown 
myself. Instead of 
talking about my 
feelings, the only 
emotions I could 
decipher were 
outrage and fear.

When combating 
and approaching 
anxiety attacks, 
it is important to 
ground yourself. 
Place yourself in 
the here and now. 
Maybe even try com-
partmentalizing your 
anxiety in a box. I also 
recommend remov-
ing yourself mentally 
through meditation, lis-
tening to music, or even 
watching a comforting mov-
ie or TV show that does not re-
quire a lot of thinking to enjoy it. 
Escapism is a great tool for rooting 

yourself and finding ways to calm down.

Most of the time, you cannot 
stop an attack from happen-

ing. That is why aftercare is 
so essential. Personally, 

after my attacks, I spend 
a lot of time indulging 

in emotional and men-
tal self-care. This in-
cludes shadow work, 
writing down how I 
feel, sitting with my 
emotions, and nap-
ping. It is import-
ant to take care of 
yourself, as well 
as to be emotion-
ally truthful with 
yourself. Not all 
self-care is pretty, 
but it is necessary.
Getting into my 
favorite part, 
physical self-
care. This in-
cludes facemasks, 
skincare, sleep-
ing, and more. 
When combating 
anxiety or its af-
tereffects, I highly 

recommend intense 
self-care, which re-

ally helps in coming 
down from high stress 

and anxiety. This as-
pect of recovery is im-

portant because it allows 
you to prepare mentally to 

sit with the emotions that 
caused said anxiety attack and 

the emotions that developed as 
a result. This may seem unconven-

tional, but allowing yourself to fully sit 
in your emotions can actually help you 
decipher why the attack was brought 
on and is a beneficial processing tool.

One of my favorite ways to ground my-
self after or during an attack is journal-
ing. I usually approach this with writ-
ing everything that comes to mind, no 
matter if it’s good, bad or sad. Journal-
ing is extremely useful in these situa-
tions in order to process your emotions, 
however it can be difficult. Emotions 
are sometimes nameless so it can be 
hard to find the words to describe how 
you’re feeling - I typically describe how 
the feelings feels in my hand. Every 
once in a while, I have amazing break-
throughs and things start to become 
clearer, although sometimes it feels like 
a never-ending chore. To be fair, most 
non-physical self-care feels like chore 
work to me, but I understand its bene-
fits and that it has to be done regardless.

Lastly, therapy is a life-changer. I have 
been going to therapy for almost a year 
and a half now. Having this therapeutic 
outlet and being able to talk to some-
one about all of these human feelings 
is great and helps combat some of 
the aftereffects. Much like some self-
care tactics, it can feel like a chore at 
times but the results cannot compare.

All emotions are normal, even if you do 
not know how to name them. Take the 
time to recognize your feelings, validate 
them, and take healthy steps to pro-
cess your thoughts. Putting your men-
tal health first, is putting yourself first.

Model: Lauren Weber
Photographer: Macey & Darcey Drullinger

Layout: Karynsa Teel
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Seductive Nights 





Photographer: Quinn Rogers
Stylists: Calli Cooper, Tiana Berry
Models: Asia Rutledge, Kate Battershell
Layout: Hadley Waldren

Seductive Nights gives a vision of women having 
the time of their lives in the city, following 
wherever the lights may lead them. Women 
are always told to watch what they do, wear, 
and how they act when going out at night. 

This editorial shines a light on women standing out 
in the nightlife scene and allows them to express 
themselves in a way that is not compromised. The 
particular energy, lust, and behaviour portrayed 
throughout this spread is celebrated and gives 
the term going out a whole new meaning. 
Women should be free to take control of the 
city and make every night a seductive night.
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